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Across

2. Swearing or action that disrespects 

God. (noun)

4. A person under the protection of a 

feudal lord to whom he has vowed 

homage and fealty. (noun)

5. Building or buildings occupied by a 

community of monks living under religious 

vows (noun).

10. Someone farming a piece of land for 

a lord and agreeing to serve under the 

lord in war in exchange for getting to live 

on the land and receiving protection. 

(noun)

13. A strong, heavy grating that can be 

lowered down grooves on each side of a 

gateway to block it. (noun)

14. Astounded or perplexed; bewilder, to 

mix up, confuse (adj)

15. Promise to marry, like an 

engagement, typically chosen by another. 

(noun)

17. The building or buildings occupied by 

a community of monks or nuns (noun).

19. The leader of a monestary (noun).

20. To shout or holler loudly. (verb)

21. To scold, rebuke or reprimand. (verb)

23. A feudal tenant's or vassal's sworn 

loyalty to a lord. (noun)

Down

1. Wet, dirty, like something dragged 

through mud. (adj)

3. Not serious in attitude, content or 

behavior. (adj)

6. a Room set apart for writing, 

especially one in a monastery where 

manuscripts were copied. (noun)

7. Being offensively bold, insolent; not 

respectful. (noun)

8. A room used for communal meals in 

an educational or religious institution. 

(noun)

9. To urge gently, repeated appeals, 

coax. (verb)

11. Not serious in attitude, content or 

behavior. (adj)

12. A structure to house pigeons, doves, 

birds. (noun)

16. A person who does not acknowledge 

God. (noun)

18. Rude, indecent or vulgar humor. 

(adjective)

22. An agricultural laborer bound under 

the feudal system to work on his lord's 

estate. (noun)


